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A GOP congressman wants to explore the therapeutic potential of psilocybin mushro
MDMA as alternatives to opioids for military service members, �ling an amendment 
Thursday that would promote research into the substances through an annual defens

Rep. Matt Gaetz (R-FL), who has been vocal about his support for marijuana legalizat
interest in psychedelics reform, is seeking to attach the amendment to the National D
Authorization Act (NDAA). It would build upon another cannabis-focused amendmen
was already approved by the House Armed Services Committee last week.

The existing provision from Rep. Seth Moulton (D-MA) calls for a Department of Defe
(DOD)-led study into the ef�cacy of cannabis as an opioid alternative. Gaetz is reque
broaden that language to also cover psilocybin and MDMA.

The new amendment would expand the study “by including MDMA (3-4
methylenedioxymethamphetamine) and psilocybin mushrooms in the study on altern
prescription opioids in the treatment of members of the Armed Forces on terminal le
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preceding separation, retirement, or release from active duty,” according to a summa
by the House Rules Committee.

The original cannabis amendment that’s already attached to NDAA for Fiscal Year 20
speci�es who would be eligible to participate in the marijuana study. It would be limi
service members with post-traumatic stress disorder, a traumatic brain injury or “any
condition involving severe pain.”

Gaetz’s proposal must be made in order in the Rules Committee before potentially re
House �oor consideration. That panel will decide which submitted amendments can 
at an upcoming meeting that has not yet been scheduled.

In 2019, Gaetz also cosponsored an appropriations amendment led by Rep. Alexandri
Cortez (D-NY) that sought to remove an existing rider that advocates say inhibits res
the therapeutic potential of Schedule I drugs, including psychedelics and marijuana. 
amendment was defeated on the �oor on two occasions, and the longstanding proh
language is once again included in the relevant funding bill this year—though it rem
be seen if reform-minded lawmakers will �le another amendment to remove it this ti

The Armed Services Committee, meanwhile, also recently approved a separate amend
NDAA from Rep. Anthony Brown (D-MD). The measure concerns cannabis sentencing
standards under military code, mandating that the Military Justice Review Panel “dev
recommendations specifying appropriate sentencing ranges for offenses involving th
possession of marijuana.”

— 
Marijuana Moment is tracking more than 1,500 cannabis, psychedelics and dru
bills in state legislatures and Congress this year. Patreon supporters pledging a
$25/month get access to our interactive maps, charts and hearing calendar so t
don’t miss any developments. 
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Learn more about our marijuana bill tracker and become a supporter on Patreo
access. 
—

Rep. Ed Perlmutter (D-CO) also proposed an amendment to the defense bill on Thurs
would protect �nancial institutions that work with state-legal cannabis businesses fr
penalized by federal regulators. It’s the congressman’s latest attempt to get the Secur
Fair Enforcement (SAFE) Banking Act enacted this year, following a recent agreement
leadership to exclude it from separate manufacturing legislation.

Perlmutter attempted to get the cannabis banking language attached to the last versi
NDAA, but it was not ultimately included in the �nal package.

With respect to psychedelics policy, the House Appropriations Committee recently re
report for a 2023 Fiscal Year spending bill for Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related
Agencies (CSJ) that calls for a federal review of psilocybin policy. Speci�cally, it asks f
Government Accountability Of�ce (GAO) analysis on barriers to state, local and triba
programs for the psychedelic under federal prohibition.

Relatedly, of�cials at two agencies within the National Institutes of Health (NIH) hav
acknowledged in a letter to two U.S. senators that federal prohibition makes it harder
the bene�ts of psychedelics, requiring researchers to jump through additional regula
hoops.
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RELATED TOPICS:

Feds Fund Development Of Hemp-Based, 3D-Printed
Materials To Build Affordable Housing

The Department of Energy (DOE) has awarded Texas A&M University $3.47 million to
support a project to 3D print hemp-based building materials known colloquially as

hempcrete, with a focus on creating affordable housing. The plan is to utilize the crop in
environmentally sustainable engineering projects using 3D printing technology. It’s one
of the latest examples … Continue reading
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North Dakota Activists Officially Turn California Awards $1.7 Million In DEA May Find Itself In Fed

WH says Griner still ‘wrongfully
detained’ despite cannabis guilty plea
(Newsletter: July 11, 2022)

North Dakota Activists Set To Turn In
More Than Enough Signatures For
Marijuana Legalization Ballot
Initiative, Campaign Says

California Seeks To Stand
Marijuana Testing To Prev
‘Laboratory Shopping’
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